Further simplifications have been made in previous computational work on categorical perception by providing models with explicit input on category membership (Goldstone et al., 1996; Harnad et al., 1991 Harnad et al., , 1995 Kruschke, 1992) or by utilizing only the prototypical instances of the categories (Anderson et al., 1977; Damper & Harnad, 2000) . In contrast, humans do not learn speech categories on the basis of explicit category labeling or just by listening to prototypical instances. Instead, they learn from sounds containing considerable variability, originating from different speakers and different contexts (Kuhl et al., 1997; Peterson & Barney, 1952) . In the case of vowels, a wide range of combinations of formant frequencies occur in the input, and the instances of different categories do not fall within some strict limits determined by their acoustical properties. Despite this large variability, infants are capable of extracting information on the speech categories of their native language from the ambient language input within the first 6 months of life (Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992) , and this learning seems to be based on the distributional properties of the speech input (Kuhl et al., 1997; Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002) .
In short, previous modeling studies have offered conflicting suggestions as to the neuronal origins of warped perception. On the one hand, the neuronal resources being dedicated mainly to the prototypical speech sounds could explain the compressed perception around category prototypes, but this leaves open the question of how increased perceptual abilities could arise from a smaller neuronal population encoding the category boundaries. On the other hand, a larger population being dedicated to category boundaries seems counterintuitive: It would mean that neuronal resources are dedicated to untypical speech sounds that poorly represent the speech categories of the native language. The aim of this work was to resolve these inconsistencies with a computational model that follows biologically plausible principles both in the speech input and in the model dynamics. A set of speech sounds was preprocessed with a model of the peripheral auditory nervous system. This input, following a statistical distribution describing the occurrence of sounds in ambient speech input, was presented to a self-organizing neuronal network. The resulting neuronal representation of speech sounds was then studied to explore the neuronal mechanisms underlying perceptual warping. As an extension to previous work (Guenther & Gjaja, 1996) , we performed analyses on the tuning of single model neurons. This allowed us to identify the stimulus maximally exciting each neuron, as well as the response profile of each neuron across the whole stimulus space.
METHOD

Speech Stimuli
A set of vowel sounds was used as input material. Vowels represent a case for which perceptual warping has been found both at the category boundary (Pisoni, 1973) and at the category center (Aaltonen et al., 1997; Frieda et al., 1999; Iverson & Kuhl, 1995 , 2000 Kuhl, 1991) . The idenincreased number of neurons encoding these boundaries (Bauer et al., 1996; Guenther et al., 1999) . Bauer et al. formulated a self-organizing learning rule through which such a representation could be achieved. In this model, the category boundaries are represented densely with a large population of model neurons, and better perceptual abilities are assumed to arise from this overrepresentation (Bauer et al., 1996) . The prototypical instances, in turn, are represented with a small number of neurons, and correspondingly, discriminability is poor for these stimuli. In this work, the better discriminability was assumed to arise from neuronal overrepresentation, but no analyses were presented to verify this. Such a relation between neuronal overrepresentation and increased discriminability has, however, received support from experimental work. Hemodynamic recordings show that when subjects undergo pitch discrimination training, an increase in discriminability is accompanied by a higher level of activity for the stimuli at the training-induced category boundary (Guenther et al., 1999; Guenther et al., 2004) . However, from the perspective of speech perception, this type of tuning seems problematic. It would mean that the neurons in the brain of a developing infant would need to become selective to seldom-heard speech sounds, instead of frequently occurring ones. Thus, the human brain would be specialized in representing untypical sounds of the environment, instead of typical ones.
Computational models of categorical perception have so far focused on the processing of abstract and simplified input patterns that bear little resemblance to speech sounds (Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, & Jones, 1977; Bauer et al., 1996; Goldstone, Steyvers, & Larimer, 1996; Harnad, Hanson, & Lubin, 1991 Kruschke, 1992) . Even in studies specifically modeling speech processing, the input has been highly abstracted: Typically, the readily extracted values of a physical sound feature, such as the formant frequencies, have been used (Guenther & Gjaja, 1996; . This, however, is not how the human auditory nervous system receives and represents speech. Instead, the input arriving through the auditory nerve is a tonotopically organized pattern of neural activity. The possible downside of the use of abstracted speech input in modeling was demonstrated by Damper and Harnad (2000) , who trained neural networks to categorize voice-onset-time (VOT) consonant continuums. Rather than constructing simplified input on the basis of physical parameters of the input (e.g., the VOT in milliseconds), they utilized the original speech sound waveforms preprocessed with a model of the periphery of the auditory nervous system. As a result, the networks placed the category limits on the same values of VOT as do human and animal subjects, even though the networks were not presented with any information on the location of the boundary during training. A model utilizing the more abstract input coding would not have been able to reveal this natural boundary in the input continuum. Thus, it seems that even though the speech inputs are at equal distances according to some physical measure, such as VOT or formant frequency, these distances are no longer equal in the neuronal representation utilized by the auditory system.
Preprocessing With a Model of the Auditory Periphery
The synthesized vowel sounds were preprocessed with a model of the auditory periphery. This first simulates the vibrations of the basilar membrane and then translates these into neural activity resembling that found in the auditory nerve and in the cochlear nucleus ( Figures 1B  and 1C ). Importantly, this activity is expressed as activation patterns in tonotopically organized frequency channels, which is the main principle for representing sound in all parts of the auditory system, including the auditory cortex.
In producing peripheral activity patterns, the first stages of the auditory image model of Patterson, Allerhand, and Giguère (1995; www.pdn.cam.ac .uk/groups/cnbh / aim manual) were utilized, with a model of 64 frequency channels spanning the 320-to 1,730-mel region. The time-averaged output obtained from the periphery model ( Figure 1D ) was scaled, while preserving the original structure of the activity patterns. For each frequency channel, the mean activity was set to zero by subtracting the average across all vowels ( Figure 1E ). This was necessary because, if the mean deviated from zero, network neurons, when allowed to self-organize, would cluster around the average input pattern. Thereafter, the activities were scaled for reporting purposes, with the maximum absolute value of activity calculated across all vowels and frequency channels.
Statistical Distribution of Input Presentation
The speech categories were implicitly modeled by presenting prototypical sounds more often than the others during neural map organization. For this purpose, we used tity of vowels is determined by their formant frequency values (Fant, 1970) . Thus, by systematically varying these frequencies, one can generate continuums of vowel sounds where the stimuli are evenly spaced according to their physical features (e.g., Iverson & Kuhl, 1995 , 2000 Kuhl, 1991) . These stimuli can then be used in probing the warping of the perceptual space by studying how the perceptual distances vary across the stimulus space and how this variation relates to the native speech categories.
Vowels were produced with a MATLAB toolbox (cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/~malcolm/interval/1998-010) that first synthesizes the vocal fold pulses with a specific fundamental frequency and then filters this signal to amplify the desired formant frequencies ( Figure 1A) . A 2-D input space was defined in terms of the two lowest formant frequencies, and vowel sounds were synthesized at equal steps in the mel scale. This is a psychophysical scale of sound frequency that is used in the study of perceptual distances between speech stimuli (Iverson & Kuhl, 1995 , 2000 Kuhl, 1991) , and its relationship with the hertz scale is given by f mel 1127.01048 log(1 f Hz /700).
The vowel space here spanned 350-800 mel in the first formant (F1) and 680-1,700 mel in the second formant (F2) frequency in steps of 5 mel. F1-F2 pairs in which F1 F2 200 mel were excluded in order to avoid pairs in which the formant frequencies were unrealistically close to each other or where F1 was higher than F2. Further variation to the input material was introduced by adjusting the fundamental frequency of the vowels from 130 to 170 mel in 5-mel steps. Thus, the input material consisted of 137,000 vowel sounds altogether. their weights. The weight changes w for neuron i were determined by
where the first term is the Hebbian weight change. This weight change is determined by the input pattern, and it is proportional to the activity of the winner neuron. When following this learning rule, the winner neuron becomes more likely to respond also to the next presentation of the same input pattern. In other words, the winner neurons become tuned toward the input patterns for which they win the competition against other network neurons. The rate at which the weights changed was controlled by 0.05. The second term prevented excessive growth in the connection weights according to the Oja rule (Oja, 1982) . This learning rule was expected to result in a denser representation of frequent than of infrequent input patterns (Guenther & Gjaja, 1996; Kohonen, 1982) and, thus, to create a neuronal representation of speech sounds typical of the environment. The initial connection weights were normally distributed random values (M 0, SD 0.05).
Multiple simulation runs showed that the results were not sensitive to the number of neurons in the model. The results shown below are for a population of 100 neurons.
Model Interpretation
The goal of interpreting the neuronal mapping resulting from the self-organization process was, first, to evaluate the perceptual warping produced by the model and, second, to understand which model properties led to warped perception. The perceptual distance between two stimuli was equated with the distance between the activity patterns that they elicited in the neuronal map. The activity patterns can be described as vectors in 100-dimensional space, and, thus, the distance between two patterns can be calculated in the Euclidean metric. With this method, we estimated the perceptual distances between vowel pairs separated by 20 mel in F1 or F2. The distance measure at each point of the F1-F2 space was the average across all vowel pairs centered at the point.
To identify the properties in the model that give rise to warping, the tuning properties of single neurons of the model were evaluated. First, for each neuron, the vowel that elicited maximal activity was identified as the location of maximal tuning, or the best vowel (BV) for that neuron. On the basis of previous results with self-organizing maps (Guenther & Gjaja, 1996; Kohonen, 1982) , it was expected that the BVs would concentrate around the frequently occurring input patterns-that is, the prototypes. Second, we calculated the shapes of the tuning curves in F1-F2 space and analyzed how this related to modifications in the perceptual distances.
As an additional control condition, all the analyses were performed on networks where the connection weights of a self-organized network were randomly rearranged. Thus, the weights of the randomized control network followed the same distribution as those of the self-organized network. The results were similar for different randomized networks, and, thus, they are presented for one instance 2-D Gaussian probability distributions in the F1-F2 space centered at the prototypes of the speech categories of the modeled language environment (see Figure 3A) . The Gaussian distributions were chosen on the basis of previous research demonstrating their usefulness in modeling naturally occurring distributions of vowel sounds (Vallabha, McClelland, Pons, Werker, & Amano, 2007) . Four speech categories, corresponding roughly to the Finnish vowels / /, / /, / /, and / /, were used. Accordingly, the distributions were centered at F1-F2 frequencies of 720-950, 695-1,525, 420-750, and 400-1,600 mel. All the distributions had a variance of 35 mel. No explicit training signals on the categories of the speech sounds were presented.
Neural Map Formation
The model network consisted of a self-organizing population of neurons receiving the speech input described above (Figure 2 ). Each neuron received as input the activity of the peripheral frequency channels. The connection weights between the frequency channels and the map neurons were adjusted according to two biologically plausible principles: inhibitory competition and Hebbian weight changes (Kohonen, 1982; Sejnowski, 1999; Yuste & Sur, 1999) . The activity a of neuron i was determined by
Here, w i are the connection weights between the input and neuron i, p is the peripheral activity pattern presented as input to the model, and is noise from a normal distribution (M 0, SD 0.5).
On each stimulus presentation, the neurons competed for weight change, which is equivalent to having lateral inhibition and only a subset of neurons becoming active. This competition promotes the specialization of model neurons to a limited set of input patterns. Here, this competition was realized through the 10% of the neurons with the highest activity being allowed to change and their variation was five times greater than in the randomized network (3.5-8.7 in the self-organized network, 1.5-2.5 in the randomized network). This indicates a general rise in the level of activity to speech sounds in the self-organized network. To allow numerical comparisons between the randomized and the self-organized networks, regardless of the difference in the mean level of activity, the perceptual distance measures were normalized (M 0, SD 1; i.e., they were expressed as z scores). This comparison revealed compression at the prototypical speech sounds resembling the perceptual magnet effect. In the self-organized network, the perceptual distances between neighboring vowels within a 100-mel radius of the prototypes were, on the average, 0.37 (Figure 4 ). In the randomized network, these distances were 0.08, indicating a considerable decrease in perceptual distances around the prototypes as a result of self-organization to the speech input. Furthermore, indications of expansion in the perceptual space between the prototypes were also found. Outside a 100-mel radius from the prototypes, the self-organized network had average perceptual distances of 0.10 and the randomized network 0.02. Thus, as a result of the self-organization process, the perceptual distances decreased close to the prototypes and increased for vowels close to the category boundaries, consistent with the perceptual magnet effect and with categorical perception, respectively.
Shape of the Tuning Curves
To examine the relationship between perceptual warping and the tuning properties of single neurons in the model, the F1-F2 tuning curves of single neurons were evaluated. The results from a representative set of neurons are shown in Figure 5 . Tuning in the model neurons was wide, with a large set of formant values activating each neuron nearly maximally. On average, 33% of the stimuli led to 80% level of activity in the single neuonly. This allowed us to identify the perceptual warping emerging specifically from the self-organizing process.
RESULTS
Maximal Tuning of Model Neurons
A neural network was allowed to self-organize while speech input was presented to the model as neural activity patterns of the auditory periphery. The model was exposed to a statistical distribution of vowel sounds ( Figure 3A) , and the resulting neuronal representations of these sounds were evaluated for the neuronal tuning properties and warped perception in F1-F2 space. As a control measure, all these measures were also obtained for a randomized network. Each neuron was characterized by its BV-that is, the vowel that activated it maximally. In the randomized network, BVs were evenly distributed across the input space, so that all the areas activated roughly the same number of neurons ( Figure 3B ). In the network exposed to the speech input, the neurons were more often maximally tuned to prototypical vowels than to other areas in the input space, so that the distribution of maximal tuning followed the distribution of vowel presentation (Figure 3C ). More specifically, 64% of the neurons had their BV within a 100-mel radius from a prototype (Figure 4 ). This pattern of maximal tuning is consistent with previous work (Guenther & Gjaja, 1996) and arises out of the choice of the learning rule (Kohonen, 1982) .
Perceptual Distances
To evaluate the perceptual warping following from the speech exposure, perceptual distances between neighboring vowels were calculated for the randomized and the self-organized networks. The two networks differed in both the absolute magnitude and the distribution of the perceptual distances. In the self-organized network, the perceptual distances were, on average, three times longer of the prototypes. In conclusion, in the majority of the neurons of the self-organized network, the tuning curves were flat in broad areas centered at the prototypes and steep in the intermediate areas between the prototypes.
How this type of flat tuning leads to long perceptual distances at the category boundary and short distances at the category center is illustrated in Figure 6 . Here, the activity of a typical neuron is shown for two pairs of vowel sounds with the same F1 but an F2 differing by 100 mel. In the first case, the pair of vowels was close to a category center (F1 420 mel, F2 1,550 and 1,650 mel), and in the second, it was midway between two category centers (F1 420 mel, F2 1,350 and 1,450 mel) . Close to the category center, both vowels were represented on the flat rons. The locations of the highest and the lowest gradients of tuning curve were identified for each neuron in the randomized and self-organized networks (Figure 4 ). For 64% of the neurons in the self-organized network, the steepest gradient was outside a 100-mel radius of the prototypes, whereas in the randomized network, the steepest slopes were evenly distributed across the F1-F2 space. The lowest gradient of the tuning curve fell within a 100-mel radius of a prototype in 57% of the neurons in the self-organized network, as compared with only 26% in the randomized network. Thus, as compared with the randomized network, the self-organized network neurons more often had the highest gradients of their tuning curves far from the prototypes and the lowest gradients close to one . Distance and single-neuron tuning measures in relation to the proximity of a prototype for the self-organized and randomized networks. In the randomized network, the perceptual distances did not depend on the proximity of the prototype. However, in the self-organized network, these distances were much shorter in the vicinity of the prototypes than in regions far from them. In the self-organized network, maximal activity occurred twice as often in the areas close to the prototypes as in the distant areas. In contrast, the randomized network displayed an even distribution of maximal activity in F1-F2 space. The highest gradients of the single-neuron tuning curves were located more often far from the prototypes than close to them in the selforganized network. Again, in the randomized network, these gradients were evenly distributed in input space. The lowest gradients of the tuning curves tended to be more often within 100 mel of the prototypes than outside this range in the self-organized network. The opposite was true for the randomized network.
1991; Liberman et al., 1957) . We constructed a computational model that reproduced the two main aspects of these warpings: the expansion at the category boundary and compression around category prototypes. Consistent with human speech learning, speech sounds were presented to the model following a statistical distribution in which the category information was embedded. Furthermore, the auditory input was in the form of neural activity patterns of the auditory periphery. No predetermined phonetic features of the input were extracted or amplified, and no category labels were presented to the model. Instead, the model network was allowed to self-organize following a Hebbian learning rule. The neuronal representation emerging from this speech exposure exhibited both categorical perception and the perceptual magnet effect.
Previous modeling work has attempted to account for perceptual warping in terms of the distribution of neuronal resources, as measured by their maximal activity. The perceptual magnet effect has been explained as arising from the dominance of the neurons representing prototypes in forming the perception of a speech sound (Guenther & Gjaja, 1996) . According to this explanation, the category boundaries are underrepresented by the model neurons, and it is unclear how increased discriminability could arise from this underrepresentation. Alternatively, a neutop of the tuning curve. Thus, both activated the neuron nearly maximally, and the 100-mel difference in F2 led to a very small, 6% change in the level of activity of the neuron (i.e., 0.4 difference). Midway between two category centers, the activity level for the vowels was approximately half of that close to the prototype, but in this region of the stimulus space, the slope of the tuning curve was maximal. Consequently, a 100-mel difference in F2 led to a large, 53% change in the activity of the neuron (1.9 difference). Thus, small changes in the stimulation around the category prototypes have very little effect on the level of neuronal activity. In contrast, stimulation changes of the same magnitude at the category boundary lead to large changes in activity. Since the majority (65%) of the neurons behave similarly to the representative neuron examined here, the activity pattern of the whole network mirrors the sensitivity of the representative neurons. That is, when a small perturbation is made in the stimulation, the activity pattern and, therefore, the perceptual distance change more at the category boundaries than at the prototypes.
DISCUSSION
Human perception of speech sounds is characterized by language-dependent warpings of perceptual space (Kuhl, boundaries without the need to posit neural specialization for these regions. The key to this finding was noting that the neurons take part in encoding all stimuli, not just those that elicit maximal activity in them. Thus, although the neural resources of the full network are available to represent all parts of perceptual space, regions in the vicinity of prototypes are perceptually compressed, and regions at category boundaries are expanded.
Our approach provides a new explanation of warped speech sound perception in terms of neuronal organization. In the present model, the tuning curves of the neurons were wide, and this shape was responsible for both the compressions and the expansions of perceptual space (see Figures 4 and 6 ). Around the maximal activity coinciding with the category prototypes, the activity varied only slightly in response to small perturbations in the sound stimuli. Consequently, perceptual differences between speech sounds close to the prototype were compressed. At the category boundaries, the level of neuronal activity was lower, but the slope of the tuning curve was steeper. As a result, even small differences between sound stimuli led to large differences in the activity level, and this allowed for better discrimination-that is, perceptual expansionat the boundary. A similar association between discriminability and the shape of neuronal tuning curves has been demonstrated in the auditory cortex for the representation of sound source location (Stecker, Harrington, & Middlebrooks, 2005; Werner-Reiss & Groh, 2008) . Localization is best for sound sources in frontal directions, although the majority of spatially sensitive neurons in the auditory cortex are maximally tuned to sound sources either to the left or to the right. These neurons are widely tuned, so that their activation for sound sources within each hemifield is relatively constant and the largest changes in the level of activity are found for sound sources in the front. A recent modeling study indicated that the wide shape of the tuning curve is, indeed, crucial for the occurrence of maximal activity and best discriminability at different locations in stimulus space (Kim & Bao, 2008) . The discrimination ability of a population of neurons was found to depend on the width of the tuning curves. With narrow tuning, best discriminability fell close to the frequency region of maximal tuning, but when wide tuning curves were applied, best discriminability was further away.
The present modeling results seem to be in contrast with those of animal studies that have indicated an enlargement in the tonotopic representation of frequency regions in which the animal shows improvements in perceptual abilities as a result of training (Polley, Steinberg, & Merzenich, 2006; Recanzone, Schreiner, & Merzenich, 1993) . Furthermore, when animals are conditioned to respond to a sound stimulus of a specific frequency, the tuning curves of neurons become shifted toward the target frequency, leading to an overrepresentation of the behaviorally relevant stimulus (Bakin & Weinberger, 1990; Blake, Strata, Churchland, & Merzenich, 2002) . In the present model, however, the response preferences of the neurons shifted away from the areas where behavioral discriminability was best. The apparent discrepancy between the traininginduced experimental effects and those in the present ronal overrepresentation of the category boundaries has been suggested to underlie better discriminability (Bauer et al., 1996; Guenther et al., 1999) . In this case, the increased perceptual distances are assumed to follow from an overrepresentation, although this assumption has not been tested. Furthermore, this approach seems counterintuitive, since it implies that speech processing relies on neuronal specialization to sounds untypical of the speech environment. The present study, in which not only the maximal activity of the model neurons but also the shapes of their tuning curves were considered, offers a framework for explaining perceptual warping in a unified manner. We demonstrate how prototypical instances can be overrepresented in a neural network (as in Guenther & Gjaja, 1996) and, yet, discriminability is increased at category F1 was kept constant) . When two vowel sounds separated by 100 mel were situated close to the prototypical instance that the neuron was maximally tuned to, the activity of the example neuron (black) was nearly equal for the two vowels ( a 1 , dark gray). However, for another pair of vowels with a 100-mel separation and situated between two prototypes, the difference in the activity of the neuron was almost five times larger ( a 2 , light gray). peripheral neural activity could be an interesting direction for future research. This would allow the study of the interplay between perceptual warping resulting from passive exposure in infancy and the representations resulting from category labels learned later in life. model can be resolved by considering not only the peak location, but also the width of the neuronal tuning curves. The shifts in the best frequency following conditioning are manifested by neurons sharply tuned to frequency. A narrow tuning curve has its steepest slope near the maximum, and, thus, discriminability is good very close to the stimulus eliciting maximal activity. In contrast, wide tuning, such as that found in the present model, leads to best discriminability far from the preferred stimulus (Kim & Bao, 2008) . Thus, due to these differences in tuning width, preferred stimuli coincide with best discrimination in the case of frequency perception but are separated from each other in the case of vowel perception. Analogies should, however, be drawn with caution between speech sound representation and the results of animal conditioning studies. In animal studies, adult subjects are explicitly conditioned to detect a target sound. Speech, in contrast, is learned in infancy, and simply from being immersed in a language environment. Considering the fundamental differences between these learning processes, it also seems plausible that the neuronal mechanisms behind the perceptual abilities arising from them could be different.
AUTHOR NOTE
Training-induced changes in neuronal representations have also been the subject of human brain-imaging studies. Learning new speech sound categories leads to an increase in the amplitudes of event-related responses to the prototypes of newly learned categories (Tremblay & Kraus, 2002; Tremblay, Kraus, McGee, Ponton, & Otis, 2001) . This is consistent with more neurons becoming maximally tuned to the prototypical instances, as suggested by the present model. In contrast, improvements in pitch discrimination resulting from training are accompanied by increased hemodynamical responses (Guenther et al., 1999; Guenther et al., 2004) . In other words, the neuronal representation was larger for sound stimuli that were discriminated well. It is, however, unclear how comparable the results obtained by pitch training are to speech processing. The cortical networks engaged in categorizing native speech sounds are different from those involved in learning-induced categorizations (Husain et al., 2006; Luo, Husain, Horwitz, & Poeppel, 2005) , indicating that the underlying brain processes might be fundamentally different.
Here, perceptual warping originated from the tuning properties of a neuronal representation self-organized according to sensory input patterns. The network model we used had the tendency to lose its ability to learn new categories after a sufficiently long exposure to one language environment. This might allow the extension of our work to modeling the sensitive period of language learning and the subsequent loss of plasticity. This approach is, however, unable to capture the use of explicit category labels as a cognitive strategy. These are especially important in language learning in adulthood. In recent modeling work, category labels were used in training a network model that replicated the difficulties Japanese subjects have in learning the / / and / / categories of the English language . In this model, category neurons representing the native speech sounds interfered with the formation of new category representations. Combining this approach with the present one based on self-organization to auditory
